READER’S MESSAGE

Use the clues below to find the correct word. When all clues have been solved, read the hidden message in the blue boxes.

CLUES:
1. People swim in this
2. Water that falls from the sky
3. Opposite of under
4. Sleep in this when you go camping
5. Chickens lay these
6. Where this when it is cold outside
7. A hammer or screwdriver is this
8. Magicians wave this
9. People have two of these
10. A stumble or fall; To go somewhere
11. Opposite of enter
12. ________ Krispy Treats
13. King’s wife
14. Opposite of over
15. A fruit that is sometimes red or green; Used to make pies
16. Turn off this when you leave a room
17. Where and Eskimo lives
18. Opposite of loose
19. Use this to make bread rise